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their wives or girlfriends from
straying, but a curious new

marketing tactic is getting them
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to use the sites as a way of
spreading their own influence. A
new site called "CockyDate" lets
people create "free online dates"

with complete strangers from
across the Internet. The rules

seem to be: the girl has to be on
the site — known to its users as
"Cocky.com" — to lure the man

in; the man has to be good-
looking; and they should send
naked or semi-naked photos to

each other, to be seen by millions
of potential dates, to make sure

that there's no one better-looking
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than him out there. Neither one
has to reveal much information,

but both are required to include a
profile — especially important

since the profiles allow a look at
the person they've selected. On
CdteDate, which launched in late

June, there are about 400,000
members, said founder and CEO

Eric Wagner. He declined to
reveal how many there are on

Cocky.com, although he did say
that the site is growing at a rate

of about 20 per cent a week.
CockyDate is an example of a
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new type of dating site, dubbed
"social porn." It's a concept that's
been gaining attention for the big
gender-bending name of sites like

OkCupid, Grouper and Y-rated
profile site MingeMatch, which
began offering video and audio
profiles for members this year.
Rise of the "net nanny" What
distinguishes social porn from

typical adult site is the fact that
people often have to deal with

each other more deeply than just
seeing through their profiles. In

the case of CockyDate and
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Cocky.com, that means chatting
or meeting in person. Story

continues below advertisement "
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